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FUNCTIONAL
OPTICAL
ARTWORK

World War II Binoculars with Classic 20th

Century Styling and Modern Functionality
Luxxoptica is a family-owned business focused on restoring original World War II 
antique “Big Eye” optics in addition to creating our own fine optical instruments. 
We focus on the classic styling and beauty that developed for “Big Eye” military
binoculars in the early to mid 20th century. We integrate superior technology
and performance into functional pieces of art to be enjoyed.

Use code ‘LHMPBC10’ for a 10% discount
luxxoptica.com | 833-589-9678

THIS PALM BEACH GARDENS club room was transformed by Rogers Design 
Group for a couple who wanted to incorporate color in their interior design.

Lorraine Rogers-Bolton, principal designer, comments:  “We designed their 
clubroom with a custom maple wall unit that encompasses their wine collection 
and is temperature controlled. The sliding wine doors are bronze and glass 
and a leather wall supports the large television for media viewing. The multi-
level ceiling was designed initially during the architectural phases. It houses 
the linear diffusers for perfectly controlled air conditioning, the recessed 
track lighting in a trough around the room as well as pockets for the window 
treatments. We integrated stainless steel, burnished bronze, acrylic and leather 
to this design.”

The game table was custom made in walnut and acrylic with all upholstered 
arm chairs in a tweed in shades of pink. 

The custom area rug was woven with over 100 different colors, with each color 
hand selected by the designers at Rogers Design Group to coordinate with the 
extraordinary fabric panels that flank each window of the space. The lighting 
was all custom made and designed by RDG. 

Specially curated pieces include the exotic water lily cocktail table, and the 
hand-blown glass globes above the bar. The two sculptures in the niches of the 
built-in are by artist Thomas Scoon. LHM

For over 35 years, Rogers Design Group, led by principal designer Lorraine 
Rogers-Bolton, has delivered exceptional, distinctly personal commissioned 
rooms and residences for an exclusive group of homeowners across South 
Florida and the nation’s elite communities. Distinguishing the firm is its 
fusion of creativity, innovation, integrity and process. They can be reached at 
561.799.2545 or RogersDesign.com 
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